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Installment payment plan available to students
by Kym Keveady
reporter

ber for the fall semester. Installment
plans are also available for spring
An installment payment plan, al- semester. However, summer session
lowing students to divide their hous- is not included in the plan due to the
ing, meals and tuition fees into four short session. Martini said.
Zial monthly payments is now availe, according to Joe Martini, UniStudents may opt to pay a larger
versity bursar.
initial payment, and the remaining
balance may then be paid on the
installment plan, he said.
Martini said the installment payMartini said the payment plan proment plan is flexible, enabling stu- vides a helpful and useful method of
dents to pay either for room and planning finances for paying Univermeals, tuition fees or both with four sity bills. More than 1,000 applications
monthly payments from July to Octo- have been received.

"It's nice to see that the University
is making an effort to ease our financial burden," Dean Greer, a sophomore theatre major, who is
participating in the installment plan,
said.
Another student, sophomore Bill
McRury said, "The installment payment plan makes it much easier for
me to come up with the money for
fees. This way, I know I don't have to
pay everything at once."
According to Martini, the payment
plan became necessary when semes-

ter conversion began and payments
were larger. He added the plan was
not needed under the quarter system
because payments were smaller.
Martini said students receiving financial aid or scholarships can deduct- their assistance and pay the
remainder of their fees through the
payment plan.
An application form is used for
students to participate in the plan.
Only those applicants with past due
balances or those who do not make a
sufficient initial payment can be den-

Draft influences aid policies
by Michelle Maulorlco
reporter

A new eligibility requirement has
been added to the financial aid program linking draft registration and
student aid.
As of July 1, the Supreme Court
ordered that any student seeking financial aid under Title IV of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 must
submit proof that he or she has registered for the Selective Service or is
exempt from it
Title IV aid includes Pell Grant,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), College WorkStudy, National Direct Student Loan

(NDSL), Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL), PLUS Loan and State Student
Incentive Program.
Better known as the Soloman Act.
this act primarily concerns men of
draft age who must register with the
Selective Service to receive financial
aid. Exceptions are made to draft
registration, such as females and
males under 18 years old.
Conrad McRoberts, newly appointed director of financial aid, said
this new law will not effect monetary
value of awards. However, students,
male or female, who apply for any
type of aid must submit a Statement
of Registration Compliance to the
financial aid office, before the office
can disburse funds or approve loans.

"Without the form, our hands are
tied and we cannot do anything,"
McRoberts said.
Within the next few weeks, McRoberts said the financial aid office will
meet to decide the best way to distribute the certification form to students.
Once students receive the form, they
should fill it out if they wish, and
return it to the financial aid office as
soon as possible, he said.
The sooner the form is in the better,
according to McRoberts. He said this
will allow the financial aid office to
begin disbursing aid and certifying
loans as quickly as possible and students will have a better chance of
receiving aid.

"Respond immediately, get it in
right away," McRoberts said. "It will
make things easier for the student
and the office once this is done."
He added since this law applies to
the 198344 school year, the financial
aid office is trying to resolve the
legalities before fallsemester begins.
McRoberts said be hopes there will
be few problems enforcing this law
and emphasized that without the document of certification students will
not receive any federal funds.
"There may be a few who wish not
to sign it, but there's nothing we can
do but to hold their funds, McRoberts said. "It's there, it's the law and
it will be enforced."

BG News Photo by/Tim Appel
Gerard Liu, part-time racer, navigates the curves and twists of track during the All-Ohio Kiwanis Charity Road Racing Weekend.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Dr. Roy Lazarus has been appointed opera director in the College of Musical Arts.
In the newly-created position,
Lazarus will be responsible for
creating and managing the new
department. He also wQl produce
and direct two productions at Kobacker Hall for the 198344 season.
Before coming to the University,
Lazarus was associate professor of
musical theater at Oberlin College
Conservatory of Music in Oberlin.
Ohio. There he was founded and
general manager of the Oberlin
Music Theater, an eight-week summer festival of opera, musicals and
operettas.
He introduced a training program for young students and professionals at the festival. He also
created a full curriculum in musical theater, leading to a master's

Bookstore sells
caps and gowns
Candidates for August 30 commencement may place orders for
graduation caps and gowns at the
University Bookstore in the Student Services Building. No payment is necessary when
measurements are taken.
Graduation announcements will
also be on sale about two weeks
before commencement.

Martini added that a non-refundable application fee is assessed each
semester of participation and must be
remitted with the initial installment
payment.
Other charges, such as excess
credit fees, library fines, parking and
laboratory fees cannot be included in

the installment plan.
Paul Olscamp, University president, initiated the installment plan,
and the Board of Trustees approved
the proposal last February, according
to Martini.
He added that five months of preparation was needed in order to get the
plan organized and started.

Computers possible
addition to dorm life
news editor

is a newer machine," he said. "Apple
is no longer making Pluses."

Students taking beginning computer courses and living in the dorms
may have micro-computers brought
to them in the fall, instead of the
students going to the computers.
Twenty-four micro-computers may
be bought with money from the residence Ufe budget and - along with
eight micro-computers already in the
Apple lab in 102 West Hall - distributed among four dorms, according to
Dr. Richard Conrad, director of computer services.
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students-residence life, said if the
plan goes through, the 32 micro-computers will be distributed among
Harshman, Kreischer and Founders
quadrangles and Kohl Hall with eight
in each.
"It seems a lot smarter to me to put
them where students are," Paulsen
said.
The Apple lab is used mostly by
freshman and sophomore students
taking computer science 101 or manSiment information systems 200,
ich are beginning computer
courses, according to Conrad.
The proposal would make the microcomputers more accessible to the
students who use them because all
freshman and sophomores are required to live in the dorms unless
commuting from home, according to
Paulsen.
Fifteen Apple computers will remain in the Apple lab for students
taking the courses regardless of
whether they Uve on or off campus,
but the computers in the dorms will
only be accessible to dorm residents,
Conrad said. A student living in any
dorm may use a computer in any of
the other dorms if the student is
taking a CS 101 or MIS 200.
The new micro-computers, Apple
2e's, will be more advanced than the
Apples in the Apple lab now, Apple
Two Pluses, according to Conrad.
"Apple 2e has more capabilites and

Two dorms. Kohl Hall and
Harshman Quadrangle, already have
four computer terminals each for the
DEC system centered in the Math
Science Building, according to Conrad. These terminals allow the user
direct access to the main DEC system, requiring telephone hookup from
the terminal to the main computer.
But the micro-computers stand
alone, meaning the computers need
only be plugged into an electric outlet
to work, Conrad said.
After installing the computers, if
computer services discovers that they
are being used too much in one dorm
and not much in another, they will
move the computers to where they
are needed, Conrad said.
"If after distributed... we see maldistribution of devices we can move
them around," he said.
The dorm labs will be open eight
hours a day, and students can make
reservations to use them just as in the
central lab in West Hall, according to
Conrad. Also, one micro-computer in
each dorm lab will be available on a
walk-in basis, he said.
Student consultants familiar with
the computers will monitor the labs,
take reservations over the phone and
help students with their programs,
Conrad said.
The consultants will be paid
through residence life monies as will
the cost of the Apples, according to
Paulsen. Conrad said each microcomputer will cost $1600 to $1700.
"I think the funds through scrimping and cutting have been identified,"
Paulsen said. But she said she did not
think the money had been approved
yet by the office of planning and
budgeting.
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president
of planning and budgeting, away until
next week on vacation, was unavailable for comment Monday about
whether or not the plan for the microcomputers had been approved.

by Joe Gray

Carburetor 'chokes' local racer
by Joe Gray
news editor

Position created

ied participation in the plan. Martini

At Nelson's Ledges, a road course
race track near Warren, Ohio, Gerald
Liss rolled his Opel at 90 mph in 1978,
when his tire went flat as it slipped off
the track. The car skidded on its roof
40 to SO yards before it hit a barrier of
banded tires and then a tree.
"We straightened it back up and
used it for a delivery car for a year,"
Lias, the 41-year-old, curly-haired
owner of Pisanello's Pizza, said.
Liss has been racing for 10 years.
Not all his race cars end up transporting mushroom and sausage pizza
across Bowling Green, however. The
car he races now, a 1982 red Capri RS.
carried him 19 laps around the 2.4
mile hilly road course Sunday at the
All-Ohio Kiwanis Charity Road Racing Weekend at the Mid-Ohio sports
car course.
Racing in the showroom stock GT
classification, which requires that
cars be raced just as they come from
the factory with only safety changes,
Liss placed 24th Sunday out of 44
entries.
"It was not a good day," Mr. Liss
said, cooling off after the race, his sixfoot plus frame slouched in a lawn
chair in the open-air paddock, the
drivers' preparation area.
His car had been having carburetor
trouble before the race. Gary Van
Fleet, Bowling Green and Robert
Rutter, Holland, Ohio, Liss' friends
and mechanics, tried to fix it Sunday.
But after five laps, Mr. Liss said he
could not get any power from his car.
"Fuel slosh, vaporlock and possibly
running the car a little too rich" made
the engine cut out on him as he
accelerated into turns, Mr. Liss said.
The loss of power made Mr. Liss
cautious on turns because he did not

want his car to falter while trying to
pass another car.
"If you go to put power on and it
isn't there, you could do some damage, go into a spin," Mr. Liss said.
"It's dangerous because they'll (the
cars behind) will run right into you."
He lost ground on the turns and
ended up disappointed with his finish
in the race. He said "it was not a race
for me because I couldn't get competitive."
Mr. Liss calls himself a casual
racer, but the competition draws him
to racing.
"I don't win too many," he said. But
for him there is always a race within a
race.
"You race for position or the guy in
front of you. It's the competition I
enjoy. I don't worry about the risk."
His wife, Sylvia, said she does not
worry about the danger of her husband's racing either.
"It doesn't really scare me when
he's out there," Mrs. Liss said.
"Jerry is a very good driver." She
said she is not too worried, even when
he rolled his car at Nelson's Ledges;
because of the safety precautions in
the car.
These safety devices include a seat
belt which ties down the driver with a
strap over each shoulder, one attached to the seat between his legs
and one across his waist, the roll bar,
a helmet and a Ore retardant suit,
socks and long underwear.
Mrs. Liss said she is more worried
that something will go wrong with the
car and put her husband out of the
race man about safety.
Mrs. Liss has been going to races
with her husband since he began
distance racing - races which last
from two to 24 hours - with the International Motor Sports Association. In
1978 Mr. Liss sold the car he raced

long distance in because the races
became so spread out geographically,
they were too expensive to go to. His
last trip to Daytona, Florida, cost
over $1000 to transport the crew and
drive the car down, he said.
He said he likes the class he is in
now because it has been less expensive to race in, but even showroom
stock GT is outclassing his car. His
Capri reaches "120 miles per hour
down the straight away. That's relatively fast for a car that basically is
useable on the street.
"But when it comes to braking and
handling (it's) not as good as a
Porsche or Datsun," Mr. Liss said
about the two cars also in his class.
A Porsche won Sunday's showroom
stock class with a two-minute clocking for its fastest lap while Mr. Liss's
Capri had a 2:05 minute fast lap. (Mr.
Liss said officials do not keep an
overall time for the cars in the race,
merely declaring the first to finish in
Many of the drivers had the same
problem Mr. Liss did with their carburetors but not the Porsche that won.
according to Mr. Liss. Monday he said
he found out what the winner, Larry
Rehoger, Livonia, Mich, had done to
keep his carburetor running properly.
"I called some people," Mr. Liss
said. "They're doing crazy things,
cooling the fuel. They cooled 10 to 12
gallons right before they went. They
stack it in ice or a refrigerator, it's
hard to say where they could have
done it"
This solved the problem of heat ii.
the carburetor, and Mr. Liss said he
plans to try it at the end of the month
when he returns to the Mid-Ohio
course for the regional, a race he
hopes to win.

BG News Photo by/Tim Appel

Gerard Liss
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University technology not conducive to survival
The other day my best friend, Jeff,
and I were walking across the intermural field and rerru^iiscing about our
first summer we spent at BGSU In

COMMENTARY

Positive boost for school
Recently, the English department at the University
was awarded a $106,896 grant. The grant came from
the National Endowment for the Humanities and is to be used
to improve the way English is being taught. Faculty in the
department established that, during the next three years, the
English department, nationally known for its creative and
technical writing programs, will undergo a re-evaluation.
The program has remained virtually unchanged since
during the liberalism of the sixties and early seventies. Then,
according to Dr. Lester Barber, chairman of the department
of English here, student demand called for more individualized instruction. The number of students working toward an
English degree was also significantly more then than now.
The Bowling Green Sentinel Tribune quoted Barber, as
suggesting that changing times have produced students not
as well prepared as their predecessors. The highly publicized
decline in literacy among the nation's young people also
suggests that revamping of national programs in English
education might be needed.
Strengthening general studies courses in English, utilizing
a more broadly based humanities approach to English, and
helping students develop acute analytic skills with an understanding of the knowledge that they gain in English courses
are listed as some of the goals of establishing the new
programs in English the University wishes to accomplish.
We wish to congratulate the English department for
receiving this grant. Also, in an age when self-evaluation is
often overlooked as a solution to problems, we are pleased to
see the department taking the intiative to examine itself and
say "Hey, the times have changed, the students we work with
have changed. Maybe it is time for us to change too."

COMMENTARY
by Art Buchwald

"Hello, hello," you shout into the
receiver.
And then you hear this voice (it's
usually a he, though it could be a she)
, "This is the Blank Upholstery Company. If you are in need of having
your furniture reupholstered or new
drapes hung in your living room leave
your number at the sound of the beep
and one of our salesmen will call you
tomorrow morning."
You have just become the victim of
an obscene junk telephone call.
The obscene junk telephone caller is
now getting through to every home In
America. No one is safe from being
awakened out of a sound sleep or
being taken away from his dinner, or
even making a baby, while the
obscene junk telephone caller is out
there in some dark room selling his
services, his subscriptions, and making his pitches for charity and political contributions, insurance policits,
gold coins, and even discount telephone equipment.
But it's not a person that is calling.
It's an obscene computer-one that
has been programmed to start speaking as soon as it hears your voice, and
is prepared to dial the next number as
soon as you hang up.
Getting an unlisted number will not
protect you from the obscene telephone computer. It just goes from
number to number with 30 or 40 tapes
spitting out its filthy messages.
How can you avenge yourself
against this new George Orwell
Frankstein?
There is a solution. It takes patience
and a little detective work, but this is
how I recently got back at one of the
obiHfnf junk calls.
Instead of hanging up on the comCr I listened to the entire message.
voice wanted me to subscribe to
magazine, at the sound of the beep,
which would give me a chance to win
6100,000 in their sweepstakes. I wrote

down the name of the magazine.
The next day I bought it and looked
up the name of the publisher. I then
called the magazine's office and said I
had a gift of flowers to send to the
publisher's wife and wanted his home
address. The secretary gave it to me
and I found his telephone number in
NewRochelle.

That night I waited until midnight
and made my first call.
"Hi," I said in bright voice. "This is
the Axmo Muffler Company. We
would like to give you a free estimate
on our latest muffler, guaranteed for
the life of your car. It is an opportunity you can't pass up..." The publisher hung up on me.
I waited a half hour and called
back. "I'm sorry to disturb you but
we're conducting a survey on zits for
the Acne Institue. Do you have any
relatives or friends In New Rochelle
who have been afflicted by this disease?..." He hung up again.
Every half hour I made another
call. I told him I was selling roof ing by
mail; I informed him that if he could
name the first president of the United
States he would get a case of dog food
at no cost; I inquired if he needed
mulch for his grass; and if he was
interested in Mexican tax free bonds.
By four o'clock the man was a
blithering idiot.
"Why are you doing this to me?" be
cried.
"Because," I said, in my most
obscene voice, "you're doing It to us.
Stop your junk call computer and 111
stop my telephone calls.'
^111 call the police!" be screamed.
"You may call them as soon as you
hear the beep," I told him.
I could have sworn I heard the
publisher crying at the other end of
If you want to do the same thing, be
my guest. And if you can't get the big
shot who instigated a junk call at his
home at night.Jteep calling him every
hour at bis office.
Since the government won't stop the
obscene calls, the people must take
justice into their own hands . It's time
every free American shouted Into his
phone, "BEEP YOUR JUNK CALLS,
I'M NOT GOING TO TAKE IT ANY
MORE."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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But what does it mean when the
sprinklers get turned off? Is BGSU
safe? No, because it's time for the
KILLER LAWNMOWERS!
Now Jeff has this rare gift of very
accurate 20-20 vision, which I do not;
so whatever he observes I take as
engraved-in-fltone law. When he observed that the speed of those indus-

CAUTION-not tor UN ■• lawn •prln-

trial Toro mowers approached IS feet
per second, being the studious mathematician that I try to be, I did some

by Val Christopher Tekaucic

1981. All of a sudden, Jeff stopped,
looked all around as if he had some
devious crime in mind, leaped into the
air and landed on a small metal disk
hidden in the grass.

Han,

elementary calculations: IS feet
times 60 seconds times 60 minutes
equals 54,000 feet per hour equals
about 10 mph. That's faster than most
humans can run!
Just imagine if one of those things
developed a grudge and came to life!
I don't even want to think about it
And how about the bell tower...
Val Christopher Tekaucic la a University student.

He then turned towards me and,
seeing the confused, horrified features of my face, smiled and said two
words: water sprinkler. He finished
the whole show with a cerimonialtype dance, complete with raised
fists, and proclaimed in the manner of
a primal scream something to the
effect that he had just killed a water
spinkler.
My first reaction: "He's finally
8one nuts. He's crazy. He can't handle
; anymore. Where are the whitecoats when you need 'em? I just knew
that 240 watts was too much, BUT NO,
would he listen?" (The last statement
will probably be understood only by
those unfortunate few who share his
deranged disposition.)
My second reaction was to join him.
Picture this: You are sitting on the
lawn in front of the Administration
Building. You're watching the University Grounds Crew take these huge
metal monstrosities off a truck and
dropping them into the ground, leaving about two feet of these strange
apparatus sticking out of the lawn.
Suddenly, everyone disappears. A
minute later this strange rumbling
underfoot begins and...FFFFTT,
FFFFTT, FFFFTT, FFFFTT...OH
NO, IT'S THE ATTACK OF THE
KILLER SPRINKLERS!!
You run for cover and barely escape with your clothes intact, let
alone your life! God knows why they
want to use them for lawn sprinklers.
In light of this, Jeff and I have developed an ad for these killers:

Mottor'Reach out and
strangle someone'
It usually comes at 10 or 11 at night,
maybe when your're in bed or watching TV or in the bathtub. The phone
rings, and keeps ringing. You remember the kids are out and you break
your neck to answer it.

Hera they la. folk., the now Honeo MuHtPurpoea Lawn Sprinkhw.. Some of their
many uaee are removing the otd paint
from your hotito, dripping the ruat from
your ear, romovWig the corrosion from
anything, (tor the tree doctor.) an easy
method tor bark removal, and In time* of
nuclear amarganclaa, those babies can
knock any mlaale right out of the dry.

Jo. Groy
Corlo Stoon
Dmo Oonmork
John Wolkor
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deserve same chance

book yet. Do you think anyone was in
the bookstore helping us to purchase
our books when we needed them? We
are supposed to be more ignorant, yet
we receive less help than the smarter

I am writing in regards to the
article "Admissions policy offers rejected applicants summer enrollment." Myself and others are very
uptight about the title of this article in
the July 6 issue of the BG News.

I think that the person who wrote
this article, or who gave her the
information should think about what
was said and who was put down. I
think someone owes someone else an
apology.

Yes, I do agree that we are here
because of our ACT composite, but is
it really necessary to call us rejected
applicants getting another chance? I
came to Bowling Green because I like
the campus and the environment. I'm
not here to be called a rejected student Stated in the article is "every
Ohio resident with a high school diploma must be accepted to the University." Why should we even waste
our time filling out an application couldn't we just show our diploma and
be accepted? To me, that would be
much simpler.

Lisa Bain
237

Summer freshmen

In this article, it sounds as though
the University is being as nice as they
can to us by giving us a second
chance. Does everyone realize the
way that we are getting treated?
When we registered, we did not get an
information packet and our parents
were not able to attend different
meetings concerning their child for
two days. We have not been offered an
all-sports pass, or even our own yearRESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
forum for comments rearticles in The News or
issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Your address
and phone number must be included for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject tetters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
1M University Haul

Appreciation for
AIDS article expressed
After reading the article on AIDS,
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome), in July 13 edition of the BG
News, I made an appointment with
the American Red Cross for their next
blood mobile on July 26. (I would
havee waited until their August one
for BGSU students, but I wont be in
town then). I had been hesitant to
donate my blood because so little is
known as to its cause and because no
one had explained it to me. Your
article was very Informative and
well-written.
Please continue doing the excelllent
Job you are doing with the newspaper.

i

Please include in your list of reasons
why you might not have a lot of
response to your articles and events
on campus, the fact that during the
summer there are both fewer people
on campus and very few activities for
those people who are on campus.
Roberta Janotta
313 North Main Apt. #2

News staff should
count their blessings
An old adage states that "No news
is good news." Trite as this may
seem, it is an appropriate response to
the latest editorial in the BG News
concerning apathy in student letters
to the editor.
Indeed, the editorial staff should not
pat themselves on the back for a job
well done. Instead, they should smite
themselves with a v.d.t. for running
such an unprofessional and pointless
editorial
Yes, Miss Editorial Editor, somebody is out there, and they are laughing at you. They are laughinig for
many reasons:
One, you state that you wonder if
anyone even pays attention to your
publication. This is an obvious error
considering the speed in which the BG
News disappears after hitting the

newsstands. Not ALL the copies are
used to wipe off bicycle seats after a
heavy rain.
Second, an editorial such as this is
degrading to what many consider a
fine college newspaper. You're challenging your own credibility and prestige by pointing our the fact that no
one takes the time to respond to your
opinions and news stories.
Finally, in my opinion, you should
count your blessing for not having to
embarrass yourselves by printing
mindless missives concerning such
topics as harrassment, in the classrooms, (Do you remember " WRONG
PROFESSOR, YOU ARE GUILTY
OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT"?), and
the hardships of semester conversion
("Oh no! It's going to take me six
years to graduate instead of five and
cwo4hirds.") After all, to many of us
readers, this is summer vacation and
we deserve a break from this needless
bable.
Face it, some things are just better
left unsaid. There's no need to extend
an open invitation for students to open
up a new cans of worms about Issues
that are irrelevant. In this case, no
news is good news.
To all my friends and fellow students, I wish an apathetic Wednesday
and an indifferent summer.
Larry Harrla
1446 dough St.

■IWBGNewi/J«ly»,MM»

Sewage scent's return unlikely

Total over $1.8 million

Contributions to University increase
by Pete Murnen
reporter
Something was rotten in Bowling
Green. Or so it smelled during the
first few weeks of summer session.
"The operation of the plant, the
treatment of the sewage was no
problem," John Drescher, superintendent of the Water Pollution Control Division, said.
Three factors were responsible
for the smell, according toDrescher.
Due to the wet spring and mud,
equipment could not be taken to
farms to spread recycled sewage
for fertilizer. This led to a sludge
overload, according to Drescher.
A sudden, hot summer was the
second factor. More sludge had to
be processed, but the flow dropped
due to heat, so that certain tanks
were taken off-line, he said.
The third factor was a screen
designed to separate non-organic
matter from the sludge. 'That
screen has never worked,1"
Drescher said.
The screen became clogged with
non-organic matter such as feminine hygiene products and male
contraceptives, according to
Drescher. The air diffusers could
no longer function.
The tanks are equipped to hold
1.4 million gallons of sludge and

were operating at maximum capacity when the smell became apparent.
Mark Addy, a University student
and intern at the plant, explained
further.
"We were in the process of cleaning one of the sludge digestion
tanks, so we had to increase the
levels of the remaining tanks. The
bacteria, which usually digests itself, was too much for the tanks to
hold and they began releasing ammonia gas. This gas was the cause
of the smell."
Many people in and around Bowling Green were affected by the
"When the wind blew the right
way. the smell permeated our
whole apartment,'' Kathy Sackman, senior speech and hearing
therapy major and Haven House
resident, said. "What made it
worse was the hot, muggy weather
we were having."
Scott Hoover, senior marketing
major, described his experience on
Forrest Creason Golf Course. "The
smell was very distracting and
made golfing unenjoyable. T even
stopped playing for a while because it just wasn't worth it."
For others, it was more than an
inconvenience. Toledo residents
Tim and EUyn Raftery considered
moving to Bowling Green to be
nearer Mr. RafteryTs job with Martin Marietta.

by Dinah Denmark
staff reporter

The University received over $1.8
million in contributions during the
fiscal year from July 1,1982 to June
30, 1983, a 10.7 increase from last
years total.
According to James Hodge, director of development for the University
Alumni Association, the contributions
were donated by regional and national businesses, corporations,
alumni, foundations, friends of the
University, and other local clubs and
religious organizations.
Contributions from businesses totaled 1,256, for a sum of $496,314. And
11,321 contributions from alumni
came to a total of $428,823.
The University received gifts from
such companies as Owens-Illinois,
Anderson Partnership of Maumee,
Dana Corporation, IBM, Xerox and
Standard Oil.
Overall, during the past several
years, the largest corporate contributor through matching gifts and direct
gifts is Marathon Oil Company, in
Findlay, Ohio, Hodge said.
"We receive more from companies
that are closer to us geographically.
However, we also receive gifts from
companies all over," Hodge said.

He added these local corporations
believe they should support the same
charitable organizations their employees support
Also, many corporate philosophies
of philanthropy are directed toward
higher education.

LARGE PIZZA
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to use it in the area of greatest educational need."
. ..
If an alumnus gives an unrestncttve gift, it goes into the Annual
Alumni Fund, which is used for books,
scholarships and student programs
and activities, Hodge said.

The Bowling Green State University Foundation, Inc. is the backbone
of the annual fund raising drive. The
foundation is a private establishment
that receives and accounts for all
charitable gifts given for the benefits
of the University.

He added the new trend would be to
add the money to the endowment
fund, which means adding to a pool of
money that would be kept permanently. Only the interest from the pool
would be used to fund activities, to
therefore provide stability in the future.
"Charitable giving is linked to personal income rather than just the
state of the economy, and if personal
income continues to climb, contributions should also continue to climb,'
Hodge said.
Though it can and does tend to
fluctuate, the trend shows annual
cash giving will continue to rise.

The foundation's board of directors,
consisting of alumni, businesspeople,
accountants and lawyers, are responsible for setting rules and guidelines
of the annual drive.
"Over 90 percent of contributors to
the University designate where the
money will go," Hodge said. "We
would love it to be undesignated because that would allow us a flexibility

Hodge said it will be interesting to
observe the rate of contribution from
1970 graduates and beyond, due to
rapid increase in student enrollment.
He said the Alumni Association will
be watching the loyalty factor to see
whether the alumnus is loyal to the
University in general, or specifically
to a school or college within the University.

Hodge said tax right-offs are involved in businesses contributing
money to a university. However, he
said he finds motivations for these
contributions are numerous, and not
primarily for tax purposes. It is
usually due to interest in University
programs and a sense of responsibility to promote education.

PIZZA SPECIAL

Skydiving
Did you ever want
to JUMP out of
«

"EUyn and I looked into living in
Bowling Green," Mr. Raftery said.
"We even had a house sort oi
picked out, but the day we came tc
look at it, the odor was so bad that
we decided to look elsewhere."
Workers had closer encounters
with the smell.
When sludge tanks become
clogged (as they were in June), the
interns must clean them out.
"It's a pretty messy job to get
down in the tanks in a pair of
waders," Addy said.
"The problems with the tanks
tiave been taken care of so the odor
has not been a problem lately, and
probably won't be in the future,"
Addy said.
The problem is unlikely to recur,
according to Drescher, since the
same combination of factors would
be necessary and the sewage tanks
are no longer operating at maximum levels.
The wind shift also contributed to
the smell by blowing from the east,
a rare occurence, Drescher said.
The wind usually blows from the
southwest.
"That was what really gave it to
Bowling Green," Drescher said.
The plant is designed especially
to eliminate the smell. After almost 10 years of planning and two
years of construction, the facility
began operating on April 19, 1962.
The total cost of the project was
about $25 million.
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Here* the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.

now serving in
two locations
the fine food and
beverage you can
always expect

Open for Lunch and Dinner
Mon.-Sat. at 163 S. Main
352-2595
Open for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
7 Days a Week at DMCJlO^QC
1628

E.

Wooster St.
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about
Brat Kunar
reporter

Some people still feel
inspired by the historical
aspect, pride and sense of
community involvement
once found in all American
towns.
Gayl Pearson is one
such person.
Although Pearson is only
a 12-year resident of Bowling Green, her interest and
involvement in the city has
inspired her to collect ISO
Sears' worth of historical
dbits, and wrap them up
into a game the entire family can enjoy called BG^fte game is intended
for children and families to
learn to appreciate the
town . .. learn the importance of leaving your mark
and developing pride in the
town," Pearson said.

Based on the popular
Parker Brothers board
game Monopoly, BG-opoly
attempts to paint a picture
of Bowling Green as it developed.
"The objective is simple.
You want to become the
most prosperous settler,"
Pearson said.
Intrigued by the project,
I found myself in the Pearson living room, reliving
Bowling Green's past by
playing the game.
On my first throw of the
dice. I landed on Poe
Ditch, and consequently
purchased the deed, after
an explanation on how Poe
Ditch allowed for the
drainage of this portion of
the Black Swamp. The Poe
Ditch stench discussed
weekly during the summer
was first reported at a city
council meeting in 1895.
Pearson rolled next and

landed in Snake Bite Pond,
a swampy wet hole, previously located between
North Main and Prospect.
The pond replaces the Jail
of the Monopoly game.
My next move found me
on Bowling Green Normal
College. The college
opened in 1914 as a twoyear teacher training institution, even though constructlon was not
complete. The city offered
several sites on every side
of town, but for unknown
reasons the present site
was chosen, replacing
John C. Wooster's farm.
Due to Pearson's detainment in Snake Bite Pond, I
Sot a second turn that led
i the purchase of Main
Street. In the early days of
the dty, Main Street, from
Ridge to Pearl Streets was
owned by Alfred Thurstin,

rt?

ONLY 2 LEFT FOR FALL
YOU'RE IN GOOD HANDS NOW . .

WITH

the historical names and
places that dot almost every cornier of the dty.
Building facades and
street signs generate visions of the Lehman family
meat market, the Wooster
farm and Locke's Mercantile.
Even though much of the
dty history can still be
seen in subtle reminders,
Pearson found that a lot of
the city's history went unrecorded.
"There are times when
you run up against a brick
wall, and you want to go
knocking on some
tombstones and say, 'can
you wake up and answer a
continued on next page

Located if Mew Chtnywood Htllh Up*
( " ■*■ '.'SmJlfiO B»*)f

Phone 352-9302 and 352-7365 Evening*

Apartment Comptax**
WO ■ 4:30 Monday - Friday
Haven Home- ■533/mo
P1admonl-8M< & High St.- '375/mo.
Birchwood Pkxe-*» S»lh St.- UOO/mg.
Small Bldgs -Manv<lle between 6th t 7th St - '350/TO

Summer Dress Clearance
*¥&
Entire Stock
Now

1/2
All Summer
Merchandise
Now
40%-70% off

NOW LEASING FOR FALL

S35 Hioh St. • Rental Office Phone 352-9378

Wo Hav* 2 Mm. Apis • 9 ft 12 Month Lease.
Wli Place ltudant» to Fli 2, 3, * 4 Man Apr*.

HOUSES

FMturaa:

2 Dadroom - carpaled ft furnlahad
Oaa haat - Baa cooking
(Landlord pay* gaa)
Laundry areas In each building
Raaldanta pay only llghta
Lota ol cloael space
1Vib*th
1 badroom - carpatad and lurmsned
OUlirtns aiiaiHI-le
Oaa Hot Watar Landlord Pay*
Traat) Removal • Landlord Pay*

price
or less

Efflctei'cy Furnlahad
S225/mo Al uttttos pak)
Unfurnished $20Ormo .sperm bedroom

UKMIIM

turn su

ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA.
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•Mr+e-lee Whlrieaol
-wtoo. MIN Pool •
••MM Seune
•*■* lame*
*h..» Mninsi
-Ht-I, auth
•Complete f xercMe leulement
SKOAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOO SPA
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™e*tr

b

525 RUp St.

Other Rental*

Koueea, aUtdanciee; 1 bdrm
Furnlahad « Unlumlahad •

University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Student Services BuiJding

PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

New and Used Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

•COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•TOILETRIES
•GIFTS

Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Fri.
9:00 to 5:00 Sat.
Pre-Registration Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 Mon-Thurs.
7:30 to 1:00 Frl.

>*>
The BG-Opoly game board was developed through the combined effort of Gayl
Pearson and the typeaettlng employees at the Instructional Media Center In
the Education Building.

OPEN JULY 24

^

MEADOWVIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1185
1 Bedroom Furnlahad
f 270/mo Al uttenes pax)
1 Badroom Untumlahad
S2SO/mo
2 Badroom Fumtaned
f 285/mo lananl pays earn
2 Badroom Unfumiahed
S265/mo

ZJke f-^owdet / Uff

..

tion began to accumulate,
my interest spurred and I
became even more personally involved.
^Tbt game isn't intended to produce a profit.
I secured a loan with the
help of the sesquicentennial committee, and I only
hope mat I can sell enough
games to break even,"
Pearson added.
BG-opoly will be distributed first through the
PTA's of the local school
systems, and then through
other local non-profit organizations as a fund raising
project. It should be available sometime in August
or September.
The game opens eyes to

Preferred Properties Ce.

CAMPUS MANOR («tt» campu.)

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

They ceased publication
soon after the successful
election."
The Sentinel appeared
about a year later in 1867,
and still later merged with
several other newspapers
to become The Daily Sentinel-Tribune.
The game continued,
with Pearson bubbling
with more information
than my mind could possibly record. The conversation soon overpowered the
flow, so it became difficult
to determine whose turn it
was.
"I started out on the protect with my son's Cub
Scout group," Pearson
said. "When the informa-

Congratulations
Summer Grads

PLEASANT
DREAMS.

_

town area in 1887 thru 1889,
and the 1978 blizzard.
I remained stationary
with the ague. Pearson
went on to purchase the
Commercial Bank, which
opened in 1885, and is now
the borne of the Huntington
National Bank on Main
Street.
Over the ague and once
again transversing the
game board, I landed on
the block containing The
Advocate, Bowling
Green's first newspaper.
Because, of my interest in
newspapers, I pressed for
more information.
The paper, which began
publication in 1866, lasted
only one year.
According to Pearson,
"its sole purpose was to
advance the cause of moving the county seat, that
was presently in Perrysburg, to Bowling Green.

who is credited as the
founder of the dty. ■
Pearson then landed on
Bowling Green Normal
College - I held the deed.
After paying my rent and
increasing the property value with the addition of a
tree, I proceeded, only to
find myself inflicted with
ague, a illness of early
settlers, caused by the wet
conditions of the Black
Swamp.
Pearson's next turn
landed her on a Pact card,
known by Monopoly players as the Chance card.
The card either credits or
debits the recipient while
informing the players of
important dates. Some examples are the opening of
the Heinz factory in 1914,
the beginning of residential garbage collection
in 1920, fires that destroyed
a large portion of the down-

Bowling Green's Newest and
Most Exciting Restaurant and
Bar
..1726 East Wooster St, (atthe I-75Exit).
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BG-Opoly
few questions?' " she said.
For Pearson to verify
much of the historical research, she had to search
out leads and ring doorbells.
"People open their
homes, they open their

continued from page four

mind, they si. are with me
what they have, and this
has been one of the intangible rewards that the
game has provided to me,"
Pearson said.
Pearson hopes the game

will stimulate research
about the town and put
together some lost blocks
of local history.
"Because the Monopoly
re is so well-known by
American public, the
actual learning of the

thursday only!

game is minimal," Pearson said. "All I am doing is
incorporating the family
fun and enjoyment of Monopoly with a educational
aspect that should make
BG-opoly even more enjoyable.*'

9a.m. to lOp.m.

hour

(JY plans to remove asbestos coating
by June Remley
fidjiai

An asbestos coating on
the ceiling of the University of Toledo's Law library will be removed
sometime this month, to
avoid any health risk to
students, according to
Dick VanLandingham, director of physlcaTplanning
at the University of Toledo.
However, there is no immediate health threat from
the coating, which registered asbestos levels at
below 0.01 per cubic centimeter of air in a test taken
a year and a half ago,
VanLandingham said.
The test was conducted
by the Division of Safety
and Hygiene of Industry
Commission of Ohio. Readings were taken from all
parts of the library, including the attic, where the
asbestos fibres are contained in the fireproofing
spray that was applied
about 12 years ago, according to Professor Jan Walton, law librarian.
In the library, test results showed asbestos lev-

els "less than any safety
regulatory agency (designates) as hazardous levels," Wallin said.
"As long as no one's in
the area disturbing the Obera, it's safe.. .But we
don't want to take any
chances," VanLandingham said, adding that asbestos fibers are
potentially dangerous.
"It is a potential hazard," Wallin said. "It is
deteriorating. There's
some (asbestos) sliding off
the steel beams that have
been sprayed over."
However, Wallin said no
one has been exposed to
asbestos, since the University of Toledo is taking
precautions to remove all
particles from the air.
At the time of the spraying, the building code required fireproof material,
according to Wallin.
"This exists in a lot of
buildings in Ohio," she
said. "The University (of
Toledo) thought it was better to remove it than encapsulate it, and replace it
with other fireproofing."
During removal of the

asbestos, parts of the library will be partitioned
off. The asbestos material
will be removed in a negative airlock, placed in
sealed plastic bags and
transported outside via a
single stairway in the library, according to Wallin.
The workers from National Service Cleaning
will wear disposable paper
suits and go through a
shower to ensure that no
asbestos particles reach
the air in the building, Wallin said.
A test conducted on University buildings yielded
little sign of asbestos,
according to Dan Parratt.
manager of environmental
services. However, in the
basement of the psychology building, some asbestos-containing material
had begun to peel from
pipes. Since then that area
has been closed off.
This spring, the air was
tested in the building, with
no asbestos fibres found,
according to Parratt.
The University is presenting arranging for the
removal of the asbestos

coating, with Munger and
Munger Associates in Toledo, Parratt said.
Asbestos can be made
safe if sealed with a coat of
another substance, such as
aluminum. It also may be
removed and replaced
with another material that
works like asbestos, but
without the health risks.
University of Toledo officials required five years of
experience and three jobs
in the company to remove
the asbestos-containing
material, VanLandingham
said.
"Poor execution, or a
poor removal job could be
more dangerous than no
removal at all," he said.
"It's a very emotional
issue in primary, secondary and higher education,"
VanLandingham said.
He compared asbestos to
smoking, in that certain
people, exposed to the
same elements, will develop cancer, while others
will not.
"That doesn't mean statistically, it's not dangerous." VanLandingham
said.

Back-to-school fashions and much more!
Thursday, July 21...prices return to normal Friday.

25%-30% off 20%-25% off 30% off
Already reduced Clubhouse sportswear. Separates and coordinates,
orifl. S25-S125. now $2082.50,
sola 10.S0-f7.7S

Entire stock mlssos. drosses.
Cotton, crape de chine,
georgette, linen, poplin,
sale 23.20-89.60

Clubhouse (DI76/642).

Orestes (O252/I85/I38/I50/135/
57/134),

Clubhouse
Weekend wear. Famous makers,
orlg. $22*66. now $16-158, sale

$12-43.50
Blouses. Silk, cotton and more,
orlg. $35-168, now $26 $42.
$21-31.50
Clubhouse (0476/67*).

Pacesetter
25VS0% off selected coordinates,
reg. $32 $124. ial.Ht.J42
30% off famous designer separates,
reg. $25-$90, sale 17.50-S63
Pacesetter (0177/170).

Juniors

30% off shorts, skirts, slacks,
reg. $9-$38, sole *.30-2*.60

20%-33% off 1983 swlmwear, reg.
$18438. sale 14.40-30.40

30%-*0% off rugbi.t. golf shim,
orlg. $12428, *alo 3.40-19.60

25% off tropical print shirts,
reg. $15420. sale 11.25-515

25%-50% off lightweight
jockets, reg. $45490. sal* tl« $88

Short-sleeve shirrs, selected styles,
reg. S12-S25. sole S8-SI8

Ore** shirts In selected styles,
orig. $16431. sole $8-15.20

25%-70% off samm.r slacks and
skirts: Palmetto's. Happy Legs.
more, orlg. $22436. sale M $25

15% off Macy's own ties, orlg.
$11, sole $8

28% off all dresses. Sizes 3-13.
reg. $24 $78, tale $18-58.50
2S%-50% off coordinates. Famous
makers, reg. $15-$50, 11.2S-37.8S
25%-40% off knit tops for summer,
reg. $8430. sale $8418

Juniors (0638/635/265/605/230/133/89/
640/121/115/215/245/214/217).

At the present time, the Humane Society can house and feed only cats. About 35 cats and kittens are tended by employees.

25% off Ball. Olga. Flexknlt bra*.
Selected styles, reg. 11.50424,
8.62418

20% off Chaus blouses. Several
styles, reg. 19.99. sale 1S.99

30% off already reduced loungewear, rag. $20442. tale $14-29.40

Young Collector (0661 /662/667/663/
168/666).

28% off alraady reduced sleepwear, orig. $18443. new 9.78414

Society educates pet owners
by Dinah Denmark
staff reporter

To walk into the Wood
County Humane Society
office is not a pleasant
experience because of the
heat, the noise, and the
smell of litter boxes. .
In the main animal shelter, about 35 cats and kittens stare at the vistors
and meow.
Located off Lehman
Avenue in the Railview
Building, the Wood County
Humane Society's main
purpose is to inform and
educate people about animals.
Sylvia Liss is vice president member of the Board
of Directors, and volunteer
for the society.
"When we go out on a
cruelty complaint, we find
that most of the time it is
more educational than
anything else," Lias said.
"People are not purposely
trying to be cruel. Some do
not know how to properly
care for their animals and
that is where we come into
the picture."

The Humane Society was assumes responsibility to
started in the early 1900s. decide what to do with
The Wood County Humane them.
Society was started in 1971
Though the society is in
by a group of women who fact an adoption agency,
were concerned about con- the decision to euthanize
ditions of the area's dog cats is an unpopular but
shelter. Today, one goals common one.
of the society is still to help
"Last week we euthaanimals find their place in nized IS cats and kittens;
the county.
many of them were strays
were brought here,"
The volunteer-based so- or
said.
ciety is a non-profit organi- Liss
Liss said there is a proczation and funded through ess to designate which
memberships, contribu- which cats will be euthations and fund raising pro- nized. Cats that are injured
jects.
and suffering, sickly cats
"The Bowling Green in need of constant medicacommunity has a big mis- tion, wild cats and preguncterstandine toward our nant cats will be
organization, Liss said. euthanized. These cats are
"Being the Wood County not likely candidates for
Humane Society, people adoption. Also, there is too
assume we are being little room and money to
funded by the county and care for so many of them.
A five-person euthaniztherefore the community
tax dollars are helping to ing committee decides on
support us."
the case of each individual
However, Lias said the cat or kitten.
Putting pregnant cats to
society does have a contract with the city of Bowl- sleep is a very hard thing
a Green. The city paysto do, according to Liss.
a month to take in and
"When one adopts a cat
house up to 10 cats. Once or kitten from us, along
the society has the cats, it with a $5 adoption fee, we

require a $10 refundable
spade-neuter deposit."
The society will not let
anyone adopt a pet without
this promise to help eliminate problems in the future. The society works
closely with the three local
vetenarians, who do the
spading, neutering, and euthanizing.
"A lot of people say that
we are only a fcat society'
and we are to the point that
it is the only animal we can
house at this time," Liss
said. She added the society
does help with adoption,
spading and neutering of
dogs, but there is no room
for them.
The society is raising
money to build a new shelter or buy an efficient
building to use as a shelter
for dogs as well as cats.
Because they are a nonprofit organization, the society has many fund-raising projects to pay for
general operating expenses such as rent, utilities, phone, postage and
the biggest expenses - food
and veternarian costs.

25% off short gowns, robe*, pj't.
rag. $ 13422. tele 9.75-1 *.50
20% off all pontiet. Olga. more.
reg. 2.7547. sale 2.20-5.60

20%-S0% off sportswear. Koret,
more, rag. $ 16-564. sale 112432
28% off summer skirts, slocks,
orlg. $20436. sale 14.99-S27
30%-50% off shorts and polos,
orlg. $19-322. (ate9.99-11.99

40%-75% off selected daywaar.
foundations, rag. 3.50430. sale
2.10418
Intimate (026/7/155/600/452/
122/288/64).

30%-50% off coordinates. Russ,
more. rag. $I4-$S6. tale $7-39.20
88% off bloutet. Dressy stylo*,
orlg. 15.99-$24. sale $8412
50% off selected knit tops. orlg.
$9$ 15. sele2/$9
50% 68% off shorts, orlg. $12$19. new $8
30% off transitional skirt*,
reg. $18, now 12.60
40%-88% off (lack* and skirts,
orlg. $9-$>5. sole 4.5049
38% all foil separata*. Updated
style*, rag. $18426, sale
12.60-18.20

25%-40% off fashion and octlva
shorts, rag. $15426. sole $9-18.20
25% off all man'* (port sockt. rag.
2.25-8.29. sale 1.69-8.19
28% off oil sunglasses Metal or
plottic. rag. $124270. 9.604116

Young Men's
28% off Lee |eom. Young man and
boys. rag. $8440. sale6.48433
18% off Campus LeTigr* shirts,
•lack*, rag. $19421. 1I.1S-18.73
Short-*leeve woven shirts, reg.
$10419, sale 7.80-14.23
U>»*» slocks in oxford cloth, rag.
$24428, sale 19.20-22.40
Young Men's (0483/183/104/108/274).

Children
20% ell all boys Health!.,. rag.
$6416. sale 4.80-12.80

Pkno (0109/85/94).

West port

28% off summer (lock*, 32-43. orlg.
31.50465. seleS 10-37.80

Intimate

23% off denim jeans. Sasson. more.
rag. $14 $40. sale 10.50430

Plaza

Macy's asms leather belt*, rag.
12.50-17.50, sole$104!4

Men't (0671/27/102/8/31/69/
113/111/613).

28% off sleepshirts. Many styles.
reg. $15428, sale 11.25421
BG News Photo by/John Walker

Men's
30%-50% off octlvasportswaar. orlg. $10-334, sale $7411

30% off T-shirts. Solids, stripes,
reg. S10-SI8. sale $7-12.60
1*% off all actlvewear, reg. $10$48. sale7.50-$36

Men's (027).

25%-50% off actlvewear.
Reg.$15-$S0. 11.2S-37.S0

30% off all shorts. Palmetto's,
more. reg. 9.99-$22. 6.99-SIS

Young Collector

All Arrow. Munslngweor, Puritan,
Von Hainan knit shirts. Several
stylo* and color*, polyester/
cotton, reg. $15422, sale
10.50-15.40

Accessories
58% off all 14K gold jewelry, rag.
$154500. sole 7.504250
50% off tummer handbag*. Many
styles, rag. $14434, sole $7417
20% off pierced and clip earrings,
reg $5415, sole $4412
30% -50% off entire stock of
leotards, rag. 11.30442. sole
8.05-29.40
20%-40% off small purse occessories. reg. $6-$62. (ale
4.00-49.60
20% off Clubhouse, textured
hotiery. rag. 1.29429. sole $1420

All bay* 4-20 knit top*, rag.
$8420 sale 6.40-$ 1*
20% all boys belted drat* slocks,
rag. $18422. sale 8.40-17.60
20% off boys related drett separate!, rag. 18.50493. 14.BS-41.8f
28%-50% off glrlt 4-14 tummer
playweor, orig. $6418, 2.994.99
18% off all girls dresses, orig.
12.50448, sale 8.24434
28% all infont/toddler foil coordinates, rag. $7418, 5.25-13.58
28% off Donskin tight*, leotard*,
rag. 9.29-9.90. sole 3.94-7.13
Children (D37/31/6I/65/166772/
74/677/58).

Accessories (0629/t 12/9/6/98).

Westport (0162/188/80/660/184).

Sorry, no phone
or mall orders.

macys

« The BG Newi/Jnly 2», 1M3

Children receive taste of culture
by Racbclle Ashley
edltorlel editor

On weekday afternoons for five
hours, the Amaru Room is crowded
with children ages five through
twelve. They learn about the geography and culture of various countries, taste exotic dishes, listen to
traditional music and speak French.
The children are part of a program
known as the Sunshine Academy, the
only program of its type operating on
a college campus in Ohio.
As last year s brain child, the objectives of the program included helping
children, especially black children in
the area, receive the kind of exposure
to the world around them that they
normally would not receive. This
year's reality is that not only black
children responded to this program,
but also others enabling the program
to broaden its objectives.
Minority Student Activities director
Deanna Okoiti who directs the program sent a letter to parents asking
them to let their children participate
in the Sunshine Academy. In it she
stated the purpose to be to "incorporate the indigenous cultures of the
children attending the Academy." In
response, at last count, Okoiti had 45
children enrolled in the six week
course lasting from June 13 to July 22.

NEXT
DAY
TYPESETTING

BROCHURES. BOOKLETS
POSTERS. RESUMES
SPECIAL PROJECTS
NEWSLETTERS
You don't have lo wait day* lor
your typesetting Gel next day
Bcrvice at Century Design
Graphic* Lid. Our high speed
computerized typesetting
system features a wide variety
Of type styles and point sizes to
fit your project needs Our
typesetting system "sets'* and
"stores" simultaneously to
"piay back" later lor revisions
and alterations.

CENTURY
OlSiOM 0«*»H.CS

L'O

I2SKS r>.*H*v BcM*n9G"vn OH

352-7529

Also each family was asked to do- demy that makes it a unique program
nate $15. The money is used to cover to observers is the cross section of the
the cost of daily nutritional snacks, Bowling Green community it ininstructional equipment rental and volves/' Okoiti said.
transportation for the two trips to . The children are from families in
Detroit, Michigan. The rest of the surrounding communities. The proexpenses are covered by $50 dona- gram was created by the Office of
tions procured from University orga- Minority Student Activities in cooperation with the College of Education.
nizations, staff and faculty.
During the six-weeks, the children The staff includes University profestake field trips that augment the sors, students majoring in elemenstudies they engage in during their tary education, a graduate student,
'class' sessions. So far, they have six undergraduates with majors outvisited the Bowling Green fire and side education, and several students
police departments, the green house, who attend high schools in local
Student Health Center, Cain's Potato areas, according to Okoiti.
Chip Factory and the "Around The
Contributions and support from loWorld" festival in Detroit, Michigan.
A second trip, to see the play 'Steal cal businesses who provide food and
Away Home' at Hilberry Lobby In snacks to the children while they
Detroit, was held July 18. The theme attend the academy broaden the list
of the festival coincided with the of community participants. Among
around the world classes that the the donations made by local busichildren attending the Academy take. nesses are two rabbits donated by
One week is spent studying a single Davy Jones' Locker and kept at a
country from each child's back- different child's home during the
ground Studies include flags, litera- weekends.
"The rabbits help the children learn
ture, art, songs and other interesting
facts about each country. A week about good nutrition and hygiene. We
need
to find a home for them after the
focusing on Africa would consist of an
overview on the first day of the week, program is over though," Okoiti said.
regional studies on each section of the
Okoiti is now petitioning the Ohio
country on following days, and a wrap
Arts Commission for future funding of
up on Friday.
"Another aspect of Sunshine Aca- this program.
DSC
OH* me all your loving, all your

CLASSIFIEDS

hugs and kisses tool J.R.
Sue. Kevin. Brat 1 Pal.
This summer Just wouldn't bo the
an— wtrhoul you lour! LOVE. JR.

| CMur>*a raw* «\t» 40* pst kna.S1.20 "MnWntm. SOLO TV*C SO* •«*» Off *d
Aoeroumatory 25 W 30 spKM P* hne
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS tanno* k* non-proM pu»C Mrvtc* •Chvioaa w* b* m«*rtt«J
ONCE to* u— ano M r •gut* ratm tharaalttf
DMdkna Pot al kfl«nga m 2 day* turtcx • pubheaho* at 4 00 p m Friday at 4,00 p m «lfw
daadana tor ma Toaaday adtbon
CtMliflli, forma ara ■ aaariln at rha M Nawa offica. 104 IMtvaratty Mall

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Jury 20. 1963

SERVICES OFFERED
Garage space & tools lor rent
U-OO-IT GARAGE
354-1624
improve memory witti hypnosis
352 8777

TRIP TO STATE FAIR
AUGUST 13
S8 00 FOR TRANSPORTATION AND
TICKET SIGNUP IN UAO OFFICE

NOW

OtSCOVEHTHE
TORONTO WEEKEND1
3 DAY WEEKEND TOBONTO-AUG
S. 6. 7 $99 PACKAGE INCLUDES
ROUND-TRIP TRANSPORTATION.
HOTEL FOR 2 NIGHTS AT THE
CARLTON INN CALL 2-2343 OR 22951 IUAO OFFICE) FOR DETAILS
SK3N-UP DEADLINE IS THURSDAY
JULV 21
AWnlion Graduate Students
Come to tne G S S Pitta Party
Fn . July 22-9 00pm

SI Thomas More Gym

Professional man & wile wan to adopt
mlanl grt-al medicals paid Contact
Howard V MiShler Attorney (216)
251 8020 Clave OH

MACV'S HAIR—IN
ONE-HALF OFF
JULV PERM SALE
(Hair Cut not Included)
2 lor 1 PIZZA
Every Sunday a Monday
4 30-8 30
MARK'S PIZZA

352-3551
"9 TO 5"
TONIGHT AT 9PM

CEDAR POINT REVISITED'
STUDENT ACTIVITIES TRIP JULV 30
TO CEOAR POINT *13 00 FOR
TICKET S TRANSPORTATION
SIGN-UP UAO OFFICE NOW-BV
JULV 28

The audience was silent as the
man in the spotlight softly
strummed his guitar and sang
verses of "Gemini Nights." Tom
Gorman composed the song he was
singing just as he created the music and lyrics for six other songs on
the program.
He was accompanied by fellow
members of Ridge Street Project,
the band providing evening entertainment for ore-registration participants. The seven band
members give an hour-long variety
show for pre-reg parents and students, featuring songs sung by artists such as Kenny Rogers and
Barbra Streisand. In addition, musicby the Beatles and Bowling
Green'sown Tom Gorman is highlighted.
The rest of Ridge Street Project
includes lead guitarist Dana White,
vocalist Sue Wiechart-White, vocalist Amy Mancuso, bassist Patrick McCarty, keyboard player
Janine Fourman and vocalist and
percussionist Thorn Sinn.
Gorman, 24, is a part-time University student and production
manager, bass player and acoustic
guitarist for Ridge Street Project.

Need mate a lemale students to ftv
houses A apartments All near cam-

F soph, or tr to be pi time travel
agent at school for cruises during
Sprmg Break 1984 WrUe Back
River Travel, Croawei. Ml 48422 lor
detarM

pus 352-7365
Women to share modem 9 room turn,
house. Beautiful wooded lot 2 mi.
from campus 11 or 12 mo lease
S250 352 6396 or 372-0207
F rmle needed Si25'mo
small uld fee Own bedroom
352-7470

F needed lo subs apt lor 83-84
sch yr Close lo campus & cheap
rent Can Cris 352 1980
Male rrnte. needed lor 198344. eih
St. Luxury apts. Call Jamie In Cleveland (216) 3S2-7W.

HELP WANTED
ASSISTANT MANAGER
Assl Mgr for Ktnko's Copy Center
2-4 year business degree preferred
Sakvy-S8400 plus profit shanng ft
sales incentives Employment begins
8/1/83 Send resumes to Kmko's of
Ohio, rnc 1100 E Summit St »9.
Kent. OH 44240 Ph 216 678
9056 by 7/20/83 Attn BGAM

Men and Women
Round out your class
schedule with an
exciting, unique,
informative elective
•Military Science 101*
Introduction to Army
ROTC, Rappelling, Rifle
Marksmanship

WEEKEND COUNTER HELP
FOR KMKO'S COPY CENTER
Pan-time position Pick up application

FOR RENT

al Financial Aid ft Student Employment Services Send or drop oil at or
lo Kjnkoa ol Ohio, rnc 1100 E
Summl SI <9 Kant. OH 44240 Ph
216-678-9058 by 7/20/83 Attn
B G C H Employment begins 8/1 /83

Across from Campus. 2 bdrm upper
duplex FREE HEAT. WATER ANO
SEWER Can Newlove Management

PI time fcght production work 2nd or
3rd shin in Bowing Green
CM 3527529. ask lor Al

and need more, 50% royalties.
Enclose $1 for information pamphlet.
The National Pamphleteer, Box 223, Unalaska, AK 99685

Special Offer

$5

Plate

$3.25

• 2 Tacos • Enchilada
• 1 Tostado. Rice & Beans

Potato Skins for $1.00
With purchase of entree
and coupon
__

OPEN DAILY
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 am.
Food until 1:00 a.m.
110 North Main
i
EXPIRES 7/26/83 wm—mmmmmm

■a

Need male ft lemale students lo 111
houses ft apartments-AI near campus 362-7385

352-7365 or 352-1520
315 1/2 S Main Qmel private apt 2
bdrm lurn Cal Newlove Manage
menl 352-5620

801 Fifth 2 bdrm fum w/ar condition Dong Areo newly waapapered
FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER AND
CABLE TV Washer/dryer «i building
Cal Newlove Management 352

311 1/2 S Mam Cue! 2 bdrm fum
apt Only 4 yrs ok) Cal Newlove
Management 352 5620

Single rooms lor mala ft female sluoents-noar campus 352-7365

309 High street Close to campus 2
bdrm lurn wax conditioning FREE
HEAT. WATER. SEWER ANO CABLE
TV Washer/dryer m buatsng Cal
Newlove Management 352-5620
228 S Coiege I bdrm lurn dose
to Campus Washer/dryer on premise FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER
You pay lights only Cal Newlove
Management 352 5620

2 bdrm Ig turn apt Single level
duplex Quiet, dose lo campus
352-6040 aner 5pm

1 bdrm unlurn apis QUIET buikkng
Carpeted w/air condrborxng Cal
Newlove Management 352 5620

CAMPUS MANOR
has 2 openings lor Ian sch yr. Also, a
couple openings lor 4 person apts
Ph 352-9302 or 362-7365, eyas

PERMS $20-50.00

4 Haircuts $5.25
190 S. Main, BG
352-7658

140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800
Thurt. 'til Bp.m

s

COME WITH US
TO THE
Cincinnati

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Furnished and Unfurnished

ILLINOIS'OHIO

Mexican Fiesta

egoment 352-5620

(includes Haircut &
Blowdry or Shampoo
-.
& Set)

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

MARGARITA
NIGHT
Plus-

Furmshed Efficiency
complete w color TV ft cable
BUCKEYE BUDGET
MOTOR INN
1740 East Wooster St
Long ft Short Term Leases

352 7365
EMiciency close to campus ALL
UTILITIES FREE Cal Nowtove Man-

Braiding Styles Available
NEXUS
3REDKEN

JooL Wkat W. Mav. Do

Thursday Night—

352-1733

Apartments for 3 Or 4 students
near campus

with this ad

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30,

SUNDANCE

Avasabie now

352-5620

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

4^,0

I

1 bdrm large lurn apt

MINI—MALL
BEAUTY SALON

Carousel
Beauty Shop

*/+

362 2856
2 BDRM . FURN UNFURN
We pay heal ft Cable TV
PLUS
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
We pay uM ft phone
Phone 352-4871 or 352-1800

3 bdrm lum house
across Irom campus
Cal 354-1632.

If so, we are in the business of selling them,

For Details: Call 372-2476
Rm. 151 Memorial Hall

VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
across from Rodger s Lg 2 bdrm
spl tor Fal Wll occomodale 4 gins
Quiet atmosphere, nicely furnished

5620

Any subject?

2 credits

campus 352 5239

21" Fuji Eapree. like new. with Ironl
bag S280 new-now $200 Cal Jack
352-4546

Are you capable of writing and producing a pamphlet?

-No Obligations,
No Haircuts, No Uniforms

THURSTON APARTMENTS
EFFICIENCIES AIR COND . CA
BLE—VISION
LAUNDRY FACILI
TtS NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
ft FALL 451 THURSTON AVE
CALL 352-5435
1 ft 2 bdm lurn apts for Fan Al utl
lum except elec /gas heal Close lo

New Polaroid One-Step Land Camera
ft etsc Hash Best otter Cal Room
354-1493

PAMPHLETS
WANTED

Freshmen

Tonight and tomorrow night, at
8:30 p.m. in the Towers Inn auditorium. Ridge Street Project performs two last concerts before prereg ends.

Double bed box springs, new, uRra
l>m $50 Wndow ae conditioner
fust reconditioned $50 Cal 372
2106. asklor Boa

Fe Soph or Junior to bo part time
travel agent at school for cruises
during spring break ol 1984 Wrne
Black River Travel. Croawei. Michigan 48422 lor details

ClaarMng gel 1/2 day per week
Summer ft school year
352-2203

Gorman began classes at the
University five years ago, first as a
music major, then as a history
education major. Eventually, he
plans to finish college.
"But right now, I m doing some
solo recording. I want to concentrate on my musical career. I love
history, and after I get my degree,
I'd like to teach it some day, but
that will mean I'll have to have a
nine-to-five job," be said, "and I
wont be able to focus on music."
With a nine-to-five Job, however Jie might have more Job security in another field.
"I'm lucky if I get hired for a
month (to play at area bars, coffee
bouses and restaurants)," Gorman
said.
"When James Taylor made it
big, my music was more popular,
but now most people would rather
bear rock and new wave," he said.
Still, be is not discouraged.
"You have to go for what you
want to do," Gorman said. "I may
neyer be rich, but I'll always love
what I'm doing."

FOR SALE

THE BO NEWS IS MOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR TOLEDO
AREA SALES REPRESENTATIVE
BEGINNING FALL SEMESTER 1913.
MUST HAVE CAR. KNOWLEDGE OF
TOLEDO AREA. COMMISSION
PLUS MILEAGE PAID. APPLY KM
UNIVERSITY HALL OR CALL JAN
AT372-2S01.

plus

WANTED
Rmle needed until end ol summer
term 352-7865

Aside from pre-reg shows, he
directs the University folk ensemble and supervises the music ministry at St. Thomas More
University Parish.
Not wanting to be too philosophical or "queer," Gorman said he
expresses his faith through his
music.
"People express their religion in
different ways," he said. "Ivm not
into theology too much, but this is
what I 6o~
In addition to St. Thomas More.
be has played at many local
lounges and ocassionally plays on
campus and other colleges.
"In the fall, I'm going to tour
Wisconsin and hopefully Michigan,1
Indiana, Illinois - the Midwest,'
Gorman said with a shrug.
Having written nearly 300 songs,
he considers himself a songwriter
before a performer.
"I'm a songwriter first, and if
people ask me what I do, I tell them
I'm a songwriter," Gorman said.
"My songs are the most important
thing."
"I don't write Hove-you-let's-goto-bed songs, but I try to write
songs that strike a cord in people.
The words in my music say something to people that they couldn't
say themselves," Gorman said.

by Harcy Qrande
staff reporter

352-6*15

FREE CAMPUS FILM

Admission SI 00
PIZZA
BEER

PERSONALS

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
In Wood County-Annual exams-All
birth control methods. Pregnancy
Tsale-Convonionl Appts 354-3540

Musician strikes chord at pre-reg

We Pay Heat, Water,
Trash Pick-up and Cable
Full-time Maintenance Service
On Site Management, Laundromats

Swimming Pools
For the Best in Price and Service
Stop Out Today!
400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
Hours 9-5 M-F
Evenings by appointment
and Saturday 10 — 3:00

Fri..July29

Sot.. July 30

LUTHER VANDBOSS
THE O'JAYS
WHISPERS
DAZZ BAND
CHERYL LYNN
THE SYSTEM

RICK JAMES
LAKESIDE
CAMEO
EVELYN KING
ZAPP SAND
STEVE ARRINGTON'S
HaDotFamc

2 00 pm Departure
from University Union
S14 00
TrmnapoiUtton
*" w end Admission
per night
Go one or both night*

Two Stage> — Contsnaoae Malic I
Be there lor the party I

For reservations see Dtanna V. Okoiti
424 Student Services Bldg
372-2642
Sponsored by:
THE BOARD OF BLACK CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
AND
MINORITY STUDENT ACTIVITIES

